We prove that every monadic second-order property of the unfolding of a transition system is a monadic second-order property of the system itself. We prove a similar result for certain graph coverings.
where Un(R) is the unfolding of R and Q is a monadic second-order property, is also monadic second-order (and is expressible by a formula constructible from that which de nes Q, which is the same for all systems R).
This conjecture was proved in 2] for deterministic transition systems (possibly with in nitely many states) and we prove it here for the class of all systems.
This new proof is independent of that in 2] and uses a di erent technique, based on a notion of covering: a covering of a transition system (or more generally of a graph) G is a surjective homomorphism h : G 0 ! G (where G 0 is another transition system or graph) the restriction of which to the \neighbourhood" of every state or vertex of G 0 is an isomorphism. We say that h is a k-covering if h ?1 (x) has cardinality k for each state or vertex x of G. For a transition system if we take as \neighbourhood" of a state the set of transitions outgoing from it, then there exists a universal covering which is precisely the unfolding. The main lemma says that every monadic second-order property of the universal covering of a transition system R is equivalent to a monadic second order property of a k-covering of R for some integer k depending only on the considered property (and not on R).
The notion of \neighbourhood" is a \parameter" of the notion of covering. In the case of graphs, we examine two possibilities for de ning coverings. The rst possibility consists of taking the set of edges incident to a vertex as its neighbourhood. Then the results concerning transition systems extend for this notion of covering but only for graphs of bounded degree: every monadic second-order property of the universal covering of a ( nite or innite) graph (relatively to this notion of neighbourhood) can be expressed as a monadic second order property of the graph.
A second possibility consists in taking as neighbourhood of a vertex the subgraph induced by the vertices at distance at most 1: there exists a corresponding notion of universal covering. However, we exhibit a nite graph G, the universal covering of which is the in nite grid. This shows that the result does not hold here because the monadic theory of the in nite grid is undecidable whereas that of G is decidable (because G is nite).
Finally we relate unfoldings of a transition systems with a construction by Shelah and Stupp, extended by Muchnik, about which we raise some questions that indicate possible developments of the present work. This paper is organized as follows.
Section 1 deals with transition systems, their coverings and automata, Section 2 deals with monadic second order logic, Sections 3 and 4 present some technical lemmas, Section 5 gives the main proof, Section 6 discusses the Shelah-Stupp-Muchnik construction, Section 7 concerns coverings of graphs, Section 8 reviews some open questions.
2 Transition systems Let n; m 2 N and m 1. A transition system of type (n; m) is a tuple R = (G; x; P 1 ; : : :; P n ; Q 1 ; : : :; Q m ), where G is a directed graph, x is a vertex called the root of R from which all other vertices are accessible by a directed path, P 1 ; : : :; P n are sets of vertices and Q 1 ; : : :; Q m is a partition of the set of edges.
A vertex of G is called a state of R and an edge is called a transition. A transition in Q i is said to be of type i.
In order to have uniform notations, we let:
S R be the set of states of R, T R be its set of transitions, root R be its root, P iR be the i-th set of states, Q iR be the i-th set of transitions, src R = f(t; s) : t 2 T R ; s 2 S R ; s is the origin (or source) of tg tgt R = f(t; s) : t 2 T R ; s 2 S R ; s is the target of tg We shall also write s = src R (t) (or s = tgt R (t)) if (t; s) 2 src R (or (t; s) 2 tgt R (t) respectively).
A path in R is a nite or in nite sequence of transitions (t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :) such that root R = src R (t 1 ) and for each i, tgt R (t i ) = src R (t i+1 ). If it is nite, the target of the last transition is called the end of the path. S R 0 h(T R )
T R 0 h(src R (t)) = src R 0 (h(t)) for all t 2 T R h(tgt R (t)) = tgt R 0 (h(t)) for all t 2 T R h(root R ) = root R 0 s 2 P iR i h(s) 2 P iR 0 ; for all s 2 S R and i = 1; : : :; n t 2 Q iR i h(t) 2 Q iR 0 ; for all t 2 T R and i = 1; : : :; m A homomorphism h : R ! R 0 is a covering (we shall also say that R is a covering of R 0 ), if it is surjective and for every state s 2 S R , h is a bijection of out R (s) onto out R 0 (h(s)). (We denote by out R (s) the set of transitions t of R such that src R (t) = s.) It is a k-covering if each set h ?1 (s), where s 2 S R 0 , has at most k elements.
Fact 1 If h is a homomorphism R ! R 0 , the image of every path of R is a path of R 0 . If furthermore, h is a covering, then every path in R 0 is an image by h of the unique path in R.
We now de ne the unfolding Un(R) of a transition system R; this is a tree, and we shall consider it as the behavior of R.
We let N R be the set of nite paths in R. We have in particular the empty path linking the root to itself. N R is the set of nodes of Un(R).
If p and p 0 2 N R , we de ne an edge p ! p 0 (equivalently a transition) of type i i p 0 extends p by exactly one transition of R of type i. We let Q i denote the set of such transitions.
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We let h R : N R ! S R associate with every nite path its end. We obtain a transition system Un(R) of type (n; m) by de ning: S Un(R) = N R T Un(R) = Q 1 : : : Q m root Un(R) = " P iUn(R) = P i = h ?1 R (P iR ) Q iUn(R) = Q i Because of these properties, Un(R) will be called the universal covering of R.
A transition system of type (n; m) is deterministic if no two transitions with the same source belong to the same set Q i . It is complete deterministic if in addition each state has exactly m outgoing transitions.
Fact 4 Let R and R 0 be complete deterministic transition systems of the same type. There is at most one homomorphism R ! R 0 and such a homomorphism is a covering. It exists i there exists a mapping h : S R ! S R 0 such that: (a) h(root R ) = root R 0 , (b) for every transition x ! x 0 of R there is in R 0 a transition h(x) ! h(x 0 ) of the same type, (c) for every x 2 S R and every i, x 2 P iR i h(x) 2 P iR 0 .
Parity automata and transition systems
We denote by T the in nite complete binary tree. Its nodes are (as usual) dened as words from f1; 2g . It is a complete deterministic transition system of type (0; 2). We denote by T n the set of tuples of the form (T ; P 1 ; : : :; P n ), where P 1 ; : : :; P n are sets of nodes of T . These tuples can be considered as in nite complete binary trees the nodes of which are labeled by subsets of f1; : : :; ng; they are complete deterministic transition systems of type (n; 2).
A parity-automaton is a tuple PA = hS; ; s 0 ; ; i where:
S is a nite nonempty set of states, 5 is a nite set called alphabet, we will assume that it is the set of subsets of f1; : : :; ng for some n 2 N, s 0 2 S is the initial state, S S S is a transition relation.
: S ! N is a function de ning acceptance condition. A run of PA on a tree B 2 T n is a function r : T ! S such that r(root B ) = s 0 and for any node x of T (i.e. x 2 f1; 2g ):
(r(x); fi : P iB (x)g; r(x1); r(x2)) 2
here x1 and x2 denote nodes obtained from x by appending 1 and 2 respectively at the end of x.
For a given run r as above and a path P of T let us de ne by Inf(r(P )) the set of states which appear in nitely often in the sequence r(P). We say that run r is accepting if for every path P of T , the number minf (Inf(r(P)))g is even. 
Proof
The lemma follows from the results about games with parity conditions considered in 7, 6] . It was shown there that such games have memoryless strategies. We will brie y recall this result here and show how it applies in our case.
Let n be a natural number and let be the set of all the subsets of f1 Theorem 6 The parity game described above is determined. If a player has a winning strategy in the game then she has a memoryless strategy.
It is easy to see that every nite parity automaton PA can be transformed into a graph of the game by taking N I to be the set of states of PA and N II to be the set of its transitions. It is also easy to see that player I has a winning strategy in the game on a tree T i PA accepts T. From the above theorem follows that whenever PA accepts T it has a regular accepting run on T.
Next we introduce a concept of quasi-automaton, it is both an extension and a restriction of the notion of parity automaton. It is an extension because quasi-automata may have in nitely many states. It is a restriction because in this automata moves to the left are independent from moves to the right (there are languages recognized by automata but not by automata with independent moves, see also Lemma 7 below).
A quasi-automaton is a pair A = (A; ) where A is a (possibly in nite) transition system of type (n; 2), for some n, and is a function assigning a natural number from a nite set to every node of A. We require that the image of is nite.
Let A be as above and let U be a complete deterministic transition system of type (n; 2) (in particular U can be a tree in T n ). A run of A on U is a homomorphism of transition systems r : U ! A. For every in nite path P in U, we let Inf (P) to be the set of natural numbers k such that fi : (r(P i )) = kg is in nite, where P i denotes i-th element of P. We say that r is successful if for every in nite path P, min(Inf (P)) is even. We say that U is accepted by A if A has a successful run on U.
We let L(A) denote the set of trees accepted by A (hence L(A) T n ).
Note that we may have n = 0; in this case L(A) is either empty or the singleton fT g. Let U be a complete deterministic transition system accepted by A. Then Un(U ) 2 L(A). Consider a successful run r of A on U, it is a homomorphism U ! A and r h U : Un(U ) ! A is a successful run of A on Un(U ).
The de nition of quasi-automaton departs from the de nition of parity automata in the following ways:
1. The transitions \towards the left successor" are independent from the transitions \towards the right successor": transitions are de ned in terms of two binary relations on states and not in terms of a single ternary one.
2. The states \contain node labels": if in a run r on a tree, a node x with label w = (w 1 ; : : :; w n ) 2 f0; 1g n has value r(x) = s, then for each i = 1; : : :; n we have P i (s) , w i = 1; hence w is completely de ned by s.
3. Quasi-automaton may have in nitely many states.
The following lemma shows that one can transform every parity automaton into a nite quasi-automaton having more than one starting state. Lemma For each state s of R let New(s) be the set of new states inserted to make s binary (that is u 2 ; : : :; u n?1 from the description above). We denote S fNew(s) : s 2 S R g by New(S R ).
Let A be a quasi-automaton A = hR; i. It follows that Un(Bin (R)) is a binary tree with nodes being sequences of elements from S R New(S R ).
This tree contains in some sense all possible runs of A on binary trees (see Claim 8) . We let Un (Bin(R)) to be the tree obtained from Un(Bin (R)) by labeling each node p by if p ends in a new state and by (s) if p ends in a state s 6 2 New(S R ).
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We shall now describe a nite parity automaton that \extracts" from Un (Bin(R)) the trees of L(A). Without loss of generality we assume that : S R ! f2; 3; : : :; 2Ng = I for some N 2 N. We now construct an automaton B and a mapping from states of B to f1; 2; : : :; 2N + 2g as follows:
The states of B are:
? and we let (?) = 1, i for every i 2 I and we let (i) = i, n lr ; n l ; n r and assigns 2N + 1 to each of them, > and we let (>) = 2N + 2.
We now describe the transitions of B . Intuitively this automaton should accept nothing from state ? and should accept everything from >. Visiting some node not in New(S R ) and being in a state i 2 I the automaton looks for left and right successors of the node skipping through new nodes. States n lr ; n l ; n r are used for this. In state n lr automaton goes through new nodes looking for both right and left successor. When it chooses, say, right successor it takes some appropriate state j 2 I to the right and n l to the left. In state n l the automaton looks only for right successor.
Formally the transitions of B are given by 4-tuples listed in the following ? ?
The starting state of B is (r) where r is the root of R.
We de ne as follows a tree reduction taking as an input T = Un (Bin(R)) together with an accepting run r of B on T and producing the following tree (T; r) = T 0 :
Nodes(T 0 ) = fx 2 Nodes(T) : r(x) 2 Ig,
?! z is an edge of type i 2 f1; 2g in T 0 i there is a path in T of the form x ! y 1 ! y 2 ! ! y k ! z where r(x) 2 I, r(z) 2 I, r(y 1 ); : : :; r(y k ) 2 fn lr ; n l ; n r g, y k ! z is of type i (if k = 0 one takes the condition that the transition x ! z is of type i).
The following claim explains the dependence between automata (R; ) and B .
Claim 8 Every accepting run r of B on T = Un (Bin(R)) can be transformed into an accepting run of (R; ) on (T; r). Conversely every accepting run of (R; ) on some tree can be transformed into an accepting run of B on Un (Bin(R)).
Proof
Let r be an accepting run of B on T = Un (Bin(R)). Let be the mapping Nodes(T) ! S R New(S R ) assigning to every node of T, which is a sequence of nodes from S R New(S R ), the last state of the sequence. Then the restriction of to Nodes( (T; r)) (which is a subset of Nodes(T)) is an accepting run of (R; ) on (T; r).
The proof of the other part of the claim is similar.
Lemma 9 Let A be a (possibly in nite) quasi-automaton. If L(A) 6 = ; then there exists a complete deterministic quasi-automaton A 0 A such that L(A 0 ) 6 = ;.
Let A = (R; ). If a state of R has no left transition or no right transition then we can delete it because it cannot appear in a run accepting a binary tree. Hence we can assume that all the states have both left and right transitions. So there exists a system Bin(R).
Since L(A) 6 = ; there exists a run of B on T = Un (Bin(R)) and even a regular run by Lemma 5. Let us denote it by r.
Let be as in the proof of Claim 8. Let T 0 be the complete binary tree (T; r) and 0 be the restriction of to its nodes. Note that 0 takes values in S R . It follows that 0 is an accepting run of (R; ) on T 0 . Let x; y be two nodes of T such that (x) = (y) 2 S R and r(x); r(y) 2
I. This implies that r(x) = r(y) = ( (x)) = ( (y)). The subtrees of Un (Bin(R)) issued from x and y are isomorphic (by the de nition of Un and since Bin(R) is complete deterministic) and since r is a regular run, it is identical (up to isomorphism) on these subtrees. It follows that the subtrees of T issued from x and y are isomorphic and that 0 is identical on them (via the isomorphism). Hence T can be \folded" into a complete deterministic transition system R 0 R, such that T = Un(R 0 ). More precisely, any two nodes x and y with isomorphic corresponding subtrees are made identical. The mapping 0 de nes an accepting run of (R 0 ; ) on T.
Monadic second-order logic
We denote by STR(R) the set of nite or countable structures of type R.
Any two isomorphic structures are considered as equal.
In order to express properties of transition systems by monadic secondorder (MS in short) formulas, we represent a transition system R of type (n; m) by the relational structure: jRj 2 = hS R T R ; rt R ; src R ; tgt R ; P 1R ; : : :; P nR ; Q 1R ; : : :; Q mR i where rt R = froot R g. It is clear that R is completely de ned (up to isomorphism) by jRj 2 .
We let L 2 (n; m) be the set of MS formulas written with the relation symbols rt; src; tgt; Q 1 ; : : :; Q m (and of course = and 2) and with free variables in fX 1 ; : : :; X n g.
We de ne jRj 2 j = where 2 L 2 (n; m) by taking P 1R ; : : :; P nR as respective values of X 1 ; : : :; X n . The properties of the behavior Un(R) of a system R as above can be expressed in a similar way by formulas of L 2 (n; m) (since Un(R) is a transition system of type (n; m)). However, we shall use the following simpler representation: For a transition system V of type (n; m) we let jV j 1 = hS V ; rt V ; suc 1V ; : : :; suc mV ; P 1V ; : : :; P nV i
where (x; y) 2 suc iV i there is in Q iV a transition from x to y. We let L 1 (n; m) denote the set of MS formulas written with the symbols rt; suc 1 ; : : :; suc m (in addition to = and 2) and having their free variables in fX 1 ; : : :; X n g. Again, we de ne jV j 1 j = for 2 L 1 (n; m) by taking P 1V ; : : :; P nV as values of X 1 ; : : :; X n respectively. By the results of Courcelle 5], the same properties of trees can be represented by formulas of L 2 and L 1 .
Our objective is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 10 Let n; m 2 N, m 1. For every formula ' 2 L 1 (n; m) one can construct a formula 2 L 2 (n; m) such that, for every transition system R of type (n; m):
We shall need the notion of an MS-de nable transduction of relational structures that we now recall from 4].
Let R and Q be two nite ranked sets of relation symbols. Let These formulas are intended to de ne a structure T in STR(Q) from a structure S in STR(R) and will be used in the following way. The formula ' de nes the domain of the corresponding transduction; namely, T is de ned only if ' holds true in S. Assuming this condition ful lled, the formulas Since T is associated in a unique way with S; and whenever it is de ned, i.e., whenever (S; ) j = ', we can use the functional notation def (S; ) for T.
The transduction de ned by is the relation def := f(S; T) j T = def (S; ) for some W-assignment in Sg STR(R) STR(Q). A transduction f STR(R) STR(Q) is MS-de nable if it is equal to def for some (Q; R)-de nition scheme . In the case where W = ;, we say that f is MS-de nable without parameters (note that it is functional). We shall refer to the integer k by saying that def is k-copying ; if k = 1 we say that it is non copying and we can write more simply as ('; ; ( q ) q2Q ). In this Proposition 14 Let k; m 1, let n 0. There exists an MS-de nable transduction associating with every transition system R of type (n; m) the set of its k-coverings (where a system R is represented by a structure jRj 2 ).
Proof
Let R be a transition system of type (n; m) and h : R 0 ! R be a k-covering.
By choosing an arbitrary linear ordering of each set h ?1 (x); x 2 S R , we can assume that S R 0 S R k] and h(x; i) = x for every i such that (x; i) 2 S R 0 . We can assume that root R 0 = (root R ; 1). For each i 2 k], we let Y i = fx 2 S R : (x; i) 2 S R 0 g. For i; j 2 k], we let Z i;j = ft 2 T r : h(t 0 ) = t for some t 0 2 T R 0 with source (src R (t); i) and target (tgt R (t); j)g Since h is a bijection of out R 0 (x) onto out R (h(x)) for every x 2 S R 0 it follows that for every t 2 Z i;j , there is a unique t 0 2 T R 0 , with source (src R (t); i) and target (tgt R (t); j) such that h(t 0 ) = t. We shall identify t 0 with the triple (t; i; j). src R 0 = f((t; i; j); (x; i)) : i; j 2 k]; t 2 Z i;j ; (t; x) 2 src R g (4) tgt R 0 = f((t; i; j); (x; j)) : i; j 2 k]; t 2 Z i;j ; (t; x) 2 tgt R g (5) P iR 0 = f(x; j) : x 2 P iR \ Y j ; j 2 k]g; i = 1; : : :; n (6) Q iR 0 = f(t; j; j 0 ) : x 2 Q iR \ Z j;j 0 ; j; j 0 2 k]g; i = 1; : : :; m (7) In this construction, we have assumed that the parameters Y 1 ; : : :; Y k ; Z 1;1 , : : :; Z k;k are de ned from a k-covering R 0 of R. In order to ensure that the constructed transduction only de nes k-coverings of the input transduction systems we must nd a formula '(Y 1 ; : : :; Y k ; Z 1;1 ; : : :; Z k;k ) that veri es that the structure de ned by (1){ (7) is actually of the form jR 0 j 2 for some k-covering R 0 of R.
We consider the following conditions: S R = fY i : 1 i kg (8) T R = fZ i;j : i; j 2 k]g (9) For every i 2 k], every x 2 Y i , every transition t 2 out R (x) there is one and only one j 2 k] such that t 2 Z i;j (10) Every state of R 0 is accessible by a path from root R 0 . Here is the last de nition. Let S and S 0 be two classes of structures with S STR(R) and S 0 STR(R 0 ), and let f be a transduction S ! S 0 . We say that f is MS-compatible if there exists an algorithm that associates with every MS-formula ' over R 0 an MS-formula over R such that, for every structure S 2 S: S j = i S 0 j = ' for some S 0 2 f(S)
It follows from Proposition 12 that every MS-de nable transduction is MS-compatible.
Our main result (Theorem 10) says that the transduction jRj 2 7 ! jUn(R)j 1 is MS-compatible for R ranging over nite and in nite transition systems of type (n; m).
A regularization lemma
If R is a transition system of type (n; m) and Y S R , we denote by R Y the system of type (n+1; m) consisting of R augmented with Y as (n+1)-st set of states.
The following lemma is a crucial step for the main theorem.
Lemma 15 Let n 0 and 2 L 1 (n+1; 2). One can nd an integer k such that, for every (possibly in nite) complete deterministic transition system R of type (n; 2), if jUn(R)j 1 j = 9X n+1 : , then there exists a k-covering R 0 of R and a subset Y of S R 0 such that jUn(R 0 Y )j 1 j = .
Proof
We let PA be a parity automaton such that L(PA) = fU 2 T n+1 : jUj 1 j = g. where h R is the universal covering Un(R) ! R. We shall consider r as an accepting run of a quasi-automaton B = (B; )
that we now construct. We rst construct a transition system B. We let S B S A S R be the set of pairs (x; y) such that x 2 P iA , y 2 P iR for every i = 1; : : :; n
We let T B to be a set of transitions: (x; y) ! (x 0 ; y 0 ) of type i, (i = 1; 2) such that: (x; y); (x 0 ; y 0 ) 2 S B , x ! x 0 and y ! y 0 are transitions of S A and S R respectively, both of type i. We take (root A ; root R ) as a root of B. We let also P iB be de ned as follows:
x 2 P iB , x 2 P iA (15)
for each i = 1; : : :; n + 1. We have thus \almost" a transition system of type (n + 1; 2): almost because it may be the case that some states of S B are not accessible. We obtain an actual transition system by restricting S B to the accessible states and T B to the transitions having an accessible source. Hence B is now a transition system and r is a homomorphism:
Un(R) Z ! B. We make B into a quasi-automaton B = (B; ) by de ning ((x; y)) = (x).
Claim 16 r is an accepting run of B = (B; ).
Proof: Since r is a homomorphism: Un(R) Z ! B, it is a run of B. It is easy to see that it is accepting. By Lemma 9 there exists a complete deterministic quasi-automaton B 0 B and an accepting run r 0 of B 0 on some tree W 0 2 T n+1 .
We let B 0 be the transition system of B 0 (of type (n+1; 2)) and R 0 be the transition system of type (n; 2) obtained from B 0 by deleting the (n + 1)-st set of states, P n+1B 0 , that we shall take as the desired set Y .
We have thus B 0 = R 0 Y ; R 0 and B 0 are complete deterministic. We let also k = Card(S A ).
Claim 17 R 0 is a k-covering of R 19 Proof: Since R 0 and R are complete deterministic we need only dene the desired covering as a mapping of S R 0 onto S R . We de ne it as the projection 2 that maps (x; y) 2 S R 0 S A S R onto y. We have 2 (root R 0 ) = root R since root R 0 = (root A ; root R ) and 2 Since B 0 = R 0 Y we have thus obtained the desired integer k and the proof is complete.
We consider Lemma 15 as a regularization lemma because it says that if jUn(R)j 1 contains a set Z that satis es it contains another one having a special \regular" form, de ned from the unfolding of a k-covering of R. Our next aim is to extend Proposition 15 to transition systems R that are not deterministic. If R is a transition system of type (n; 1), then the nodes of the tree Un(R) have nite unordered sets of successors. Such trees will be represented by binary trees in way that we now describe.
Edge contractions and the proof of the main result
We rst consider systems of type (n; 1). We de ne a transformation that makes a tree T 2 T n+1 into a tree c(T) of type (n; 1). Let T 2 T n+1 be de ned by an (n+1)-tuple of subsets of f1; 2g , namely by (P 1T ; : : :; P n+1T ). We let c(T) be the tree such that:
S c(T) = (f1; 2g n P 1T ) f"g x ! y in c(T) i there is in T a path of the form x ! z 1 ! z 2 ! ! z p ! y with p 0 and z 1 ; z 2 ; : : :; z p 2 P 1T (x ! y is a shorthand for \there is a transition from x to y").
P i?1c(T) = P iT \ S c(T) for i = 2; : : :; n + 1.
Our next aim is to de ne a similar operation on transition systems so that Un(c(R)) = c(Un(R)) 20 A special transition system is a system R of type (n + 1; 2), for some n, such that 1. R is complete deterministic, 2. root R 6 2 P 1R , 3. P 1R \ (P 2R : : : P n+1R ) = ;, We now de ne a transformation c that transforms any special transition system R of type (n + 1; 2) into one of type (n; 1). We let c(R) be such that S c(R) = S R n P 1R , P ic(R) = P i+1R \ S c(R) for i = 2; : : :; n, root c(R) = root R , x ! y is a transition of c(R) i we have a path in R of the form x ! z 1 ! z 2 ! ! z p ! y with x; y 6 2 P 1R , z 1 ; z 2 ; : : :; z p 2 P 1R , p 0.
Fact 19 If R is special then we have c(Un(R)) = Un(c(R)) Proof
Easy veri cation Lemma 20 For every transition system R of type (n; 1) one can construct a special transition system, Bin(R) of type (n+1; 2) such that c(Bin(R)) = R
Proof
We let R 0 be the transition system of type (n + 1; 2) de ned as follows: (c) if out R (s) consists of at least two transitions, we let one to be of type 1, and the other one of type 2; they will be transitions of R 0 .
We let Bin 0 (R) = Bin(R 0 ) where Bin is de ned on page 9.
3. We let P 1Bin 0 (R) , consist of all \new states" (the state ? and the states introduced in the construction of Bin(R 0 )) and we let P i+1Bin 0 (R) = P iR for every i = 1; : : :; n.
Lemma 21 If R is a special transition system and K is a k-covering of Bin(R) then K is also special and c(K) is a k-covering of R.
We let h : K ! Bin(R) be a k-covering. We rst check that K is a special system. Condition 1 of the de nition of a special system (saying that K is complete deterministic) holds because every covering of a complete deterministic system is complete deterministic. Conditions 2 and 3 hold easily. 
We rst construct a formula 2 L 1 (n + 2; 2) such that for every tree T in T n+2 we have jTj 1 j = i P 1T \ (P 2T : : : P n+1T ) = ; and jc(T)j 1 j = This is possible because the mapping from jTj 1 to jc(T)j 1 is a de nable transduction of structures.
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We let k be the integer associated with by Proposition 15. Let R be a transition system of type (n; 1) such that jUn(R)j 1 
Proof of Theorem 10
Let us rst consider the case of the systems of type (n; 1). We want to show that for every formula ' 2 L 1 (n; 1) one can construct a formula b ' 2 L 2 (n; 1) such that, for every transition system R of type (n; 1):
The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of '. We assume that ' is a closed formula. This is not a restriction as two formulas are equivalent We now prove the theorem for systems of the general type (n; m) with m 1.
We de ne a transformation making a transition system R of type (n; m) into a transition system (R) of type (n + m; 1) such that the transduction jRj 2 Here is the formal de nition of (R). Suppose R = hS R ; T R ; src R ; tgt R ; root R ; P 1R ; : : :; P nR ; Q 1R ; : : :; Q mR i De nition of Let R 0 be a transition system of the form hS R 0; T R 0; src R 0 ; tgt R 0 ; root R 0 ; P 1R 0; : : :; P nR 0 ; P 0 1R 0; : : :; P 0 mR 0i where P 1R 0 ; : : :; P nR 0; P 0 1R 0 ; : : :; P 0 mR 0 are properties of sates. Then we dene a transition system (R) i (P 0 1R 0 ; : : :; P 0 mR 0) forms a partition of S R 0 . If this is the case we let (R 0 ) = R where S R = S R 0 ; T R = T R 0 ; src R = src R 0 ; tgt R = tgt R 0 ; root R = root R 0 , P iR = P iR 0 for i = 1; : : :; n and Q iR = ft 2 T R 0jtgt R (t) 2 P 0 iR 0 g for i = 1; : : :; n. It is clear that j (R)j 1 is de nable from jRj 1 by a de nable transduction.
It is also clear from the construction that (Un( (R))) is well de ned for every transition system of type (n; m) and that:
This completes the proof of Theorem 10.
6 The Shelah-Stupp-Muchnik construction
We recall a construction and a result from Shelah and Stupp 10, 11] extended by Muchnik. The result by Muchnik is stated without a proof in Semenov 9] . We establish that it yields an improvement of our main result. However, this result being unpublished we consider it as a conjecture and not as a proved result.
We let R be a nite set of relational symbols where each symbol r has a nite arity (r) 2 N + . We recall that we denote by S(R) the class of all R-structures, i. Intuitively, M + is a \tree build over M"; son is the corresponding successor relation and cl is the set of clones, i.e., of elements of M + that are \like their fathers" (if son(x; y) we also say that x is the father of y; it is unique).
Conjecture 23 (Semenov 9 ]) The mapping M 7 ! M + is MS-compatible. is MS-compatible where R ranges over simple transition systems of type (n; m).
A transition system is simple if no two distinct transitions have the same source, target and type.
Since some properties of simple graphs are MS-expressible with set edge quanti cations but not without them, the result of Theorem 24 is an improvement of Theorem 10. (The property that a simple directed graph has a directed spanning tree of out-degree no bigger than some constant is an example of such a property; the existence of a Hamiltonian circuit is another example 5], page 125.)
This theorem is an immediate consequence of Proposition 25 For every n; m 2 N, m 1, the transduction (jRj 1 ) + 7 ! jUn(R)j 1 where R is a simple transition system of type (n; m) is MS-de nable.
Proof
We let M = jRj 1 = hS R ; root R ; suc 1R ; : : :; suc mR ; P 1R ; : : :; P nR i. We There are only two choices for x and the corresponding structures are both isomorphic to B.
It follows that the monadic theory of B reduces to that of M + that is decidable since (trivially) the monadic theory of M is decidable (since M is nite).
7 Graph coverings
We have seen that the mapping from a transition system to its universal covering is MS-compatible (where a system R is represented by jRj 2 ). We ask the same question for graphs. We consider actually two di erent notions of covering for which the answers are completely di erent.
Bidirectional coverings
We consider directed graphs G, de ned by means of sets: V G (vertices), E G (edges) and the source and target mappings respectively src G : E G ! V G , tgt G : E G ! V G .
For x 2 V G we denote by in G (x) the set of edges of G with target x and by out G (x) the set of edges with the source x.
De nition 27 (Bidirectional covering) Let G; G 0 be connected graphs.
A homomorphism h : G 0 ! G is a bidirectional covering i it is surjective and for every x 2 V G 0 , h is a bijection of in G 0 (x) onto in G (x) and of out G 0 (x) onto out G (x).
For short we shall write b-covering for bidirectional covering. Unlike coverings, b-coverings treat incoming edges exactly as outgoing edges.
De nition 28 (Walks) A walk in G is a sequence w = ((e 1 ; 1 ); : : :; (e k ; k )) such that e 1 ; : : :; e k 2 E G , 1 ; : : :; k 2 f+; ?g, for every i = 1; : : :; k ? 1 we have t(e i ; i ) = s(e i+1 ; i+1 ) where t(e; ) = tgt g (e) if = + and t(e; ) = src g (e) if = ?. Similarly s(e; ) = t(e; ?1 ). Moreover we require that whenever e i = e i+1 then i = i+1 . This condition means that the edge cannot be traversed twice consecutively in opposite directions. This condition allows to take the same edge successively twice if its source and target are identical.
We say that w as above is walk from s(e 1 ; 1 ) to t(e k ; k ).
Fact 29 If h : G ! G 0 is a homomorphism and ((e 1 ; 1 ); : : :; (e k ; k )) is a walk from x to y in G then the image of the walk is de ned as the sequence ((h(e 1 ); 1 ); : : :; (h(e k ); k )); it is a walk in G 0 from h(x) to h(y).
Fact 30 If h : G ! G 0 is a b-covering, x 2 V G , h(x) = x 0 and w 0 is a walk from x 0 to y 0 , then there is a unique walk w in G from x to some y such that h(w) = w 0 ; we have h(y) = y 0 .
We now construct a b-covering of a graph G in terms of nite walks.
Let G be connected, let s 2 V G . Denote by W(s) the set of all the walks from s to arbitrary vertices. We put in W(s) the empty walk " and assume that it goes from s to s.
We let H be the graph such that:
V H = W(s) E H = a disjoint copy of W(s) ? f"g If w:(e; ) 2 E H for some e 2 E G and 2 f+; ?g, we let src H (w:(e; )) = w and tgt H (w:(e; )) = w:(e; ) if = + and src H (w:(e; )) = w:(e; ) and tgt H (w:(e; )) = w otherwise. The result is proved in 1] for nite graphs but the extension to in nite graphs is an easy application of Koenig's lemma (see 3]).
The coloring can be de ned by a partition X 1 ; : : :; X m of E G in m sets.
We let X 0 = fsg be a singleton with s 2 V G . We now construct from 30 (G; X 0 ; : : :; X m ) deterministic transition system R of type (0; 2m) as follows:
S R = V G Proof: From the de nition of K it follows that V K can be de ned as a subset of V H by an MS-formula, because the notion of a good path is MS-expressible. It is easy to see that the relations src K and tgt K are also MS-de nable. The result follows from the Fact 34.
We obtain thus that the transduction jGj 2 The graph G 2 is a b-covering of the graph G 1 presented in Figure 2 . But G 2 is not a d1-covering. Clearly, G is isomorphic to all its d1-coverings since G = B G (x) for some x.
We shall now construct a universal d1-covering of a graph G as a quotient of its universal b-covering UBC(G).
We We let G be the quotient graph Hj . It is not hard to see that G is the graph partially shown on Figure 4 . We let h be the canonical surjective homomorphism h : H ! G.
It is easy to see that h is a d1-covering. In order to prove that H = UDC(G) it is enough to prove that if k : K ! H is a d1-covering then k is an isomorphism. So let k : K ! H be a d1-covering of H. If k is not an isomorphism, there exist x; y 2 V K such that x 6 = y and k(x) = k(y). Let us select such a pair where x and y are at minimal distance, say n. Hence in K there exists a walk from x to y of the form w = ((e 1 ; 1 ); : : :; (e n ; n )). Its image under k is a walk k(w) = ((k(e 1 ); 1 ); : : :; (k(e n ); n )) from z = k(x) to itself.
The intermediate vertices on this walk are pairwise distinct and distinct with z because otherwise, n would not be the distance between x and y or one could nd a pair x 0 ; y 0 2 V K such that k(x 0 ) = k(y 0 ), x 6 = y 0 and the distance between x 0 and y 0 is less than n.
Consider now k(w). It de nes a cycle on the planar graph H (where edges can be traversed in either direction). This cycle is simple (it does not cross itself) and has a certain area namely, the number of triangles forming its interior part. We shall prove that we can replace w by a walk w 0 from x to y of the same length and such that the area of k(w 0 ) is strictly smaller than that of k(w). This will give us a contradiction and prove that k is an 
Conclusions
We have shown the main conjecture of 2] (see Theorem 10) saying that the unfolding operation is MS-compatible provided graphs (or transition systems) are represented in a way making it possible quanti cations on sets of edges (or of transitions).
A stronger form of this result would follow from a conjecture by Muchnik stated in Semenov 9] .
We also considered \bidirectional unfolding" of graphs. Although it is very close to the unfolding, we could not extend the main theorem without the additional assumption that degree is uniformly bounded. Whether this restriction can be lifted is also an open question.
These unfoldings have been de ned as instances of the very general topological notion of covering (for appropriate notions of neighbourhood). The two notions correspond to neighbourhoods of increasing strengths. For the next step (distance 1-coverings), MS-logic becomes unmanageable.
